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CaJttpus panel discusses diversity

NEWS. ?A

AshleeCobb
Staff writer
A panel of Murray State faculty,
staff and students discussed the
many faces of diversity and its
impact in higher education
Call of Fame
Wednesday in New Richmond.
Is it vandalism If
l.eon Bodevin. professor of
you're defacing modern languages and faculty
your own property? he:td for New Richmond, .:~long
with the Richmond Residential
College
Counsel. organized
OPINION. 4A
the open discussion and
panel, asking faculty,
staff and students from
diverse backgrounds to
participate.
Each of lhe panelists
presented an aspect of
diversity in their own
lives. bringing different
points of view to the discussion, Bodevin said.
The panelists for the
Campus Voice
discussion
included Ann
Racer basketball
Beck, professor of gov· fans set the tone ernment, law and interfor the season
national affairs; Mike
Waag, professor of modern languages; Luis
SPORIS. 38
Canales, director for the
Institute for International Studies; Robin Phelps,
senior
from
Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; nnd Jody
Cofer, co-chair of Murray
State President's Commission on
Diversity and Inclusion, as moderator.
"When we went to organize this,
we got together with Dr. Beck, the
Get to Know•.. RCC (){ Richmond, Jody and
Robin, so the organization of the
Rifle
panel was a collaborative effort,"
senior
Bodevin said.
Kasey Meyer
"We wanted to pull together
students, faculty and staff to cover
f, Tl IRf\ 'JH
tlie orcadth of diversity~" Cofer
said. "That is why it is called 'Not
Everything is Black and White.'
There is a lot of gray area there.
Diversity is a very broad concept."
Bodevin said he asked each participant to explain what diversity
meant to them and share their personal experiences with diversity during higher education.
Waag said his experience of cultural diversity was exciting,
having grown up in the southwest.
"I grew up in a very cultural diwrse area of this country in Arizona near the Mexico
Media Review border," Waag said. "Cultural diversity was not threatening to me: it was what made life
''Tekken 6" doesn't interesting."
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AshleeCob b
Staff writer
Student enrollment remains steady,
totaling 10,061 students for fall 2009, an
increase of 39 students from last fall's
10,022, Catherine Sivills, public information officer, said.
"This number represents a slight
increase over last year's count and puts
MSU in much better stead than numerous
similar institutions that have seen their
enrollments drop markedly this yearseemingly due to the region's and country's economic woes," University Presi-

Diversity impacts a large
component of life, and Murray
State is no exception, Bodevin
said.
"We want to promote discussions that students rarely
have the opportunity to
address," Bodevin said. "We
wanted to give them a space
outside of class to voice their
opinions."
Beck said she thinks the
younger generation is
more tolerant than older
generations.
"Younger people tend
to be more open to new
experiences," Beck said.
"They are turned on by
life in general . .Every sin•
gle generation in America has been more open
on some issues than the
previous ones."
Luis Canales said discussing diversity is not
enough but students and
faculty also need to
accept diversity on campus and around the
world.
"We need to accept
diversity and what it brings
to campus life," Canales said.
"What sort of environment
do we need to create to have
a campus where people are
not judged or ridiculed for
what they believe?"
Morgan Randall, sopho·
more from Louisville, Ky.,
said discussions of diversity
and tolerance should be
campus wide and programs
should be implemented to
encourage diversity on campus.
"l like the idea that everyone should (be)
made to feel discriminated for a day," Randall
said. "It would start discussion. It would make
them more open. want more change and more
diversity."
University President Randy Dunn said
Murray State President's Commission on
Diversity and Inclusion is constructing a plan
to allow for more diversity on campus.
"The idea of the commission is to go
beyond just worrying about compliance. but •
to be more proactive in figuring out how we can make the campus more responsive and
forward thinking in looking at issues of diversity and inclusion.'' Dunn said.
The next topic the panel will discuss is globalization on February 11.
Contact Cobb at sshke.cobb@murraystatc.cdu.

dent Randy Dunn stated in his roundShannon Young, sophomore from Nor·
ris City, Ill., said she works on campus
about address.
and receives financial help from her parSivills said the final student enrollment
reports were due Nov. I to the Council for
ents for her tuition.
Post-secondary Education, which l<eeps
"My dad is helping me this semester,"
J"ecords of tuition and enrollment for all
Young said, "but next semester I will have
Kentucky public universi·
to pay for it myself. So
ties.
I have started saving
"The CPE is the voice
no\V,"
for all of us in Frankfort," 'There is no magic bullet for
Young said Murray
State should extend
Sivills said. "The CPE also
stimulating growth and
an extra grace period
keeps tabs on when each
university releases infor·
to students unable to
increasing our enrollment'' pay during this ecomation to the media
regarding tuition and
nomic slump so stu-Randy Dunn
enrollment and so forth.''
dents will be able to
The preliminary report
stay in school
University President
was due Sept. 10 to the
"It is not a good idea
CPE when Murray State's
to take a semester off
enrollment totaled 10,200.
and earn money,"
Although purging has
Young said, "because
occurred, student enrollment has not falla lot of students won't go back to school.
Murray State should not purge students"
en from the previous year, Sivills said.
"Some students revealed to us they had
classes for at least a semester bel·ausc the
to leave school for a semester because of
student can't pay."
the money situation," Sivills said. "Some
Although student enrollment has yl!t to
students stepped out for a semester to
increase contributing to the 12xl2 goal, a
work, and they have expressed their
consistent enrollment pace is a positive
desire to return when some money has
thing, Sivills said.
been saved."
"Remaining steady during these hard

economic times is a good thing.'' Sivills
said. ··we certainly need to move towards
the l2xl2 goal. Everyone on campus
would agree we need to reach a higher
number."
Dunn has initiated an enrollment plan
called Enrollment 2.0 and has created the
Enrollment Management office to suc·
ceed in increasing enrollment, Sivills said.
"We are not abandoning the Uxl2 ini·.
tiative," Dunn said. "We need to sec that
moderate growth to allow us increased
revenue. to continue to pay for the high
quality programs and services that Mur·
ray State has become known for.''
Dunn said many changes have been
made on campus to encoura,ge enrollment
growth, but no one particular action is the
answer.
"There is no magic bullt•t for stimulat·
ing growth and increasing our enrollment; it always takes a multi-pronged
approach," he said. "We have such a beautiful campus, inexpensive pricing. powerful reputation, relevant programs and an
engaging, talented faculty, and we'll strive'
to continue to find remaining pieces of
the enrollment puzzle in years to come."
Contact Cobb at ashlec.cobb@
murraystate.cdu.

Group leaders agree, halt Murray alcohol petitions
Saturday

Laura Cash
News Editor
The chairs of the "Keep It
Local" and "Keep It Out of Murray" campaigns announced Fri·
day they had reached an agreement to halt their petitions.
Greg Taylor. co-chair of the
Keep It Out of Murray petition,
said this agreement disallows
either group to revive the same
petitions in the future.
.. Neither group can bring back
this petition," Taylor said. "Neither group can initiate (its) petition unless forced to."
Both groups are in compliance
to not generate their peritions as

long as another opposing group
does not generate a petition.
This agreement means no
changes will be made to the
local alcohol ordinance, which
states only licensed restaurants
can sell alcohol based on their
food sales.
Because the petitions arc no
longer circulating, Murray voters will not vote to allnw packaged liquor sales or to abolish
alcohol sales entirely.
Taylor said he approached
Boone Chambers. president of
"Keep it Local," with the idea to
disband the petitions, and on
Oct. 26, Chambers agreed to
Taylor's request.

Chambers started the UKeep It
Local" petition to allow Murray
citizens to vote on packaged
liquor sales in the city.
His first petition did not have
enough registered Murray vot·
ers to allow a vote. Chambers
was working on a second round
for the petition when Taylor
suggested the compromise.
Taylor said he started the
petition in response to "Keep It
Local."
His petition, if enough registered voters signed it, would
have allowed a vote for liquor
sales to remain the .same or
cease completely in Murray.
"I'm just glad we were able to

accomplish this for the good of
the community," Taylor said.
Chambers also said he agreed
to stop the "Keep It Local" petition for the sake of the community.
"Together, we were able to
bring to light an important issue,
but facing the prospect of hurting Murray was something that
I, nor the committee, could live
with," Chambers said. ''This is
our home, neighborhood and
community and we want nothing but the hest for it."
Andrew Lanier, senior from
Paducah, Ky.. said he did not
think either petition would make
much difference.

"People are going to buy
liquor regardless whether you
have laws or ordinances against
its sale or not," he said.
Lanier said he goes to Paducah
or across the state border to
Tennessee for his alcohol purchases.
"I can't see any reason on why
our community wouldn't want
to bring that revenue to our
county. especially in a failing
economy," he said. "Restaurants
here can sell liquor, so it's ok to
go out and drink, but not ok to
go buy liquor from the store and
drink in your own home."
Contact Cash at laura.cash@
murraystatc.cdu.
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This week

Saturday
7:45a.m. 5K
for the Kids;
wa l k/ r un

race; hosted
by Lambda
Zeta Oml·

cron.$15

Police Beat
•

Oct. 29
1:48 p.m. A caller at the comer
ot 16th and Alexander streets
reported a vehicle accident
without injuries. Murray State
P9lice were notified. An officer took a report
p.m. Racer Patrol officers
at Blackburn Science Building
rtported two students sitting
op the roof and both roof
a(:cess doors were unsecured.
A;n officer secured one door,
ajld Central Plant secured the
o~her. An officer took a
report.
11:51 p.m. A caller from
Ftanklin College said a Red
BUll can thrown by a student
hlt another student in the
f:[ce. An officer spoke with
~e victim who did not want
t4 press charges. The officer
t(fok a report.

am

0~30
~

p.m. A student at ~
safety repO'rted ulwan'1la
sbual
contact. An officer
,.

took a report for third degree
sexual abuse.
8:13 p.m. An officer on Gilbert
Graves Drive reported two
vehicles blocldna traffic in
the
roundabout.
Burl's
Wrecker was aotified to tow
the vehicles because emergency vehicles could DOt set
throush8:40 p.m. An officer at the
Regional Special Events Center reported juveniles from
the football pme tryiDs to pt
into the bullc:UDg. The officer
spoke with the group, which
agreed to 10 back to the football game.

Oct. 31
1:20 p.m. A caller from Hart
Collqe reported threats from
her r'oommate's friend. AD
officer contacted all people
involved and took a report.
3:28 p.m. Murray State police
on 14th Street iisued
R. Grifflil. nonstudent f(c)m
Greenwood, Ind., a citattma
for criminal Uttering.
6:25 p.m. A caller from Eliza-

,._.tl

beth College requested to
speak with an officer reprding vandalism to his or ber
rear tire. An officer helped
the caller chanp tbe flat tire,
which was not slashed.

Nov. I
L"'4 a.m. A caller from
Springer-Franklin Colle1e
said a male in front of the
building had two 1allons of
whisky. Murray State police
issued a citation to Jerrod
Henson. sophomore from
Murray, Ky., for possession of
alcohol by a minor.
10 a.m. A male in the Curris
Center was asleep on a couch
in the Dance Lou.nge. An officer asked the person to leave

campus.
l0:5'1 p.m. A caller from tbe
100 block of Collep Courts
reported someone in a pickup
truck threw a Murray State
~bicycle intodlt_
. piL
Central Plant retrle¥~ · tlie
bicycle and placed it on.J bt,ke
rack at Public Safety• .til omcer took a report.

m{lmb{lr~

to tb{l
6r{l{lk C'ommunitg
Coneratufations to those awartfetf at
.Jt.{{-(jreek :Jt.ssem6{y:
-Gamma Sigma Alpha Honor Society Initiates
-order of Omega Honor Society Initiates
.Chapter members who received a 4.0 GPA for Spring

2009

Nov.2
8:25 a.m. An officer at 17th
Street and College Farm Rd.
reported a motorist assist.
The motorist was referred to
Murray police.
4:06 p.m. A student at Public
Safety reported a bicycle
theft. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawful taking
under$500.
6:24 p.m. A caller from College Courts requested an officer issue a parking citation to
a vehicle parked in a resened
space. An officer issued a
citation for parkia1 in a
restricted zone.

Nov.3
12:59 a.m. A caller from the
Price Doyle F"me Arts Center
requested ID escort to Lee
Clark College. An officer
escorted the caller.

M~~~-~
S'ifelY
fhUed a citation 't()~ly'
Jonn•lapdda, ~te student from Murray, for third
degree sexual abuse.

6:29 p.m. A caller from Pogue
Ubrary reported people taking pictures around 4:30 p.m.
An officer took an information report.

Nov.4

10:14 a.m. A caller from
Winslow Dining Hall reported an oil spill on the south
dock entrance. The caller was
referred to Facilities ManageMotorist assists - 1
ment.
Racer escorts - 1
3:50p.m. A caller from Sparks
Arrests- 0
Hall reported someone fell
UJI1 was ~ from ~
tiiee. "'nti! person rel\liea
medieal treatment and transpdn. A family member took
the person home. An officer

Shop Murray

irs. !
Bring in receipts totalling
at least ssooo from local
chamber businesses & get
entered to win a

'President's Cup Winners
•Academic: Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Sigma Alpha
·Athletics: Alpha Sigma Phi and Sigma Sigma Sigma

{}reek Week

took a report.
4:13 p.m. A caller from
Franklin College said two
males were ~layiua. and
one knocked out tbe other.
Emersency Medical Services
was notified. The student
refused transport. An officer
took a report.

Cht1m6er
Checld

.Spirit Award: Alpha Omicron Pi
•Talent Show: Kappa Sigma and Sigma Sigma Sigma
-overall Winners: Alpha Delta Pi and Alpha Omicron Pi

Chapter Txce{{ence 5\wardS
-Gold Achievement: Sigma Phi Epsilon. Sigma Sigma
Sigma, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Alpha Gamma Delta, Lambda Chi Alpha
.Chapter Excellence: Alpha Delta PI and Alpha Omicron PI

805 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
(270) 753-5 171 1 www.mymurray.com
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International students help feed local children ~
Casey Thornton
Staff writer
Members of Murray State's lnternational Stuuent Organization have
teamed with Nec..lline's BackPack
program to meet the needs of Calloway County children.
"Evc·ry week we donate food fur
approximately 200 kids in our county with the.• help of mtr foud Services
and lhi!i is how all internationals arc
invulvt•d," Ashok Hobu Kolla, president of the International Student
Or~anizalion, said.
"For every two items o student
buys in Fast Track. Murray State's
Food Services will donate one item
for 1hc BackPack Program, Richard
Fritz. director of Dining Services and
Racer Hospitality Services. said.
The list uf foods that can be purchased at Fast Track includes Gushers, Capri Suns, applesauce cups,
Frito Lays, peanuts, Rold Gold pretzels, granola oars and cereal bars.
The B~tckPack Program
is
Jcsigned feed hungry children at
times when other resources arc not
availabll•, such as weekends and
school vacations, the Web site for

the program stated.
All the kids in the community,
who are on the BackPack program's
list, receive this food and assistance,
Kolla said.
According to the Web site, backpacks are distributed discretely on
Fridays and on the last day before u
school break.
Last year, the Indjan St ttdent
Organization staned 1hc program at
Murray State, Kolla said. and this
year the Intem:~tional Student Organization is !wading it up.
_ This year the International Student Organization wanted l<l get
involved. and with the help of Telugu Association of Nor1h America,
USA and Canada, they were able to
do thls project here, Kolla said.
These are the children of the
school system who arc alrca..ty
receiving free or cheaper school
lunches, Kolla said_
"Backpacks filled with t\wd were
donated to Murray Middle School
and Calloway-County pre-schools
on Oct. 28 with help of TANA and
Murray State," Kolla said.
Gov. Steve Beshear. D-Ky., recently recognized the lntcrnationn l Stu-

dent Organization through a written
letter commending the contribution
and effort of it~ students on campus
and in helping the local community,
Kolla said.
'"You help hundreds of families in
your area each week. providing children in nt~cd with healthy meals. As
international students you are shining examples of caring global citizens helping those in need in your
adoptive communities," Beshear
stated in the letter.
The International Student Organization has committed to continue
giving weekly donations to the local
:;chool children into the coming
school year and in future school
years. Kolla said.
There will be a continuing association between the International Student Organization and Needline in
order to keep these donations coming to the school children in the
future, he said.
The International Student Organization will alsu be initiating a new
Christmas donation program involving donating sweatshirts to the same
children who are receiving the backpacks of food, Kolla said.

International students march in the 2007 Unity Fest parade. The International Student .,,
II
Organization helped Needllne collect food for local children.
~·l

Students not directly involved can
also help by buying food items at
Fast T rack, which adds to the food

donations each week, Kolla said.
Contact Thornton at case)'.
thornton@murraystatc.cdu.
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.Brian White & Friends
November 14
A Songwriting
seminar with Brian
White, Brice Long.
and Arlos Smith
Lunch provided

Brian White,
award-winning
songwriter, will be
joined by Brice Long
and Artos Smith

10 AM to 3 PM
$20 per participant

7:30PM
$6 at the door

1L7~

Qatketoga P..s le•IUroa aco"sllc musicians In a eoffeO·houn twttlng on cho

WKCTC Cltman• Fine Arts Cont~r stage. Oeterts ar1d beverages will be available.

www.artsinfocus.org

Welt

lentuckl

270-534-3212
~
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News Reporter
"Ill~

.Mltrshnll L"ounty Tribune L"ouri~r in
Benlon, 1\'Y seeks an ..xperienced full·timl'
News Ht·Jxlrter.

Suo:~l!ssful

l'llndidatt· will have expc:rieoc•·
uo;ing a vari1·ty uf llt'W~ .l(alhering Lt-t:hniqut·~.
including
altendin~
and
r~porting
hil{hlight~ of fisl"ill t'ottn, ~-hool bonrd and
i'ily coundl mePtinw;; lnlerfacing on a
rt"){Uiar ' lln!'is wilh law t•nJorct"ment,
gnwnum·ntal and agt•ncy orJicials: and
allt·ndlng "J>Pdal eveuts wilhln Marshl}ll
County: Must bt·u nmticlt'nt writer who can
quicldy iliiU Hl"t"Ur.U..Jy pn•p;ln' st<li'Y l'Opy.
Shuulcl have expt'rii'O<;P with hf'IU.Ilint!
writing, Jlhl)tngraphy and pagination.
Expt·lii•urt• wilh inl>e$ign :-ortware a pluc;.

A tlegrt•t• in Journali~m or a rdated fidel is
prcfo•rn•d. but not mandatory for tltt> right
cmdidatt'.
Plt~ase (·nutil resume 10:

vfritz@tribunecourier.com
or mail to:

Venita Fritz
General Manager
Mun;haJI County Tribune Courier
P.O. Box410
Bentonf KY 42025
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Open spaces abound with opportunities
be placed back on the agenda soon, along with
rebuilding the lots the demolished buildings will
no longer occupy.
My question is, what should be done with the
lots no longer ll<:cupicd?
I'm sure there arc many opinions as to what
should be in the place of these buildings. Many
may wish to sec parking Juts, parking garages or
recreational areas. Any of these options would
be beneficial to the residential community.
Campus rcsidt.•nlo; with. a yellow r\•sidential
college circle parking tag would find a new
parking lot or even a parking garage a great
time- and gas-saver.
On the topic of a parking garage, I will say
though some .m ay frown upon the lack of aesthetic appeal, parkin,g garages do provide the
most parking with the smallest usc of space.
A parking lot would add parking while not
inhibiting the natural clements already in the
area. A recreational area would be a place for
students and even the community to enjoy.
A "playground" for the students would benefit each of us whether it be through exercise,
relaxation or just fun.
Personally, I would like to sec the unused
space given back to nature and allow a recreational area to be in their place. I feel while
parking would be great. a leisure site would be
more beneficial to not only thl' students but the
community.
Murray State has the opportunity to bring
relaxation, recreation and fun back to the students, and 1 say, why not?
If you had the opportunity to givc back to
nature :md thos<• surrounding it, why wouldn't
you?

Who docs not love a
fresh start?
Murray State is taking
on the challenge of a complete makeover. I'm sure
many people at Murray
State have already noticed
some of the changes being
made, such as the building
of New Clark and Richmond colleges, or tbe
Amanda
demolition of Old Clark
College.
LaPradd
Sophomore from
I'm an advocate of ren- .
Duwson Springs, Ky. ovations. I think these
changes have been a long
time coming. Anyone who
has lived in Springer, Franklin or Old Richmond
knows the buildings are well past their prime.
As a former resident of Springer College, I can
tell you I will be sad to see my old home go, bUl
I am very excited a better version will be taking
its place.
Renovating can be very therapeutic, and as
college students, we need all the relaxation we
can get.
Though some Murray State residents might
find the sights and sounds of construction anything but relaxing, the end result should better
everyone's residential experience.
In the distant futun~. you may notice the
demolition of Old Richmond College along with
the building of new Franklin and Springer col:
lege residences.
For thllSC excited about these construction
plans. Housing Director David Wilson said they
have been put on hold as of now.
Still, these changes are necessary and should

By the numbers
When Old Clark College was torn
down over the summer. it not ollly
created a grassy green space in the
residential college circle; it also
opened a discussion for what sbould
go in that vacant space. The News'
online poll threw out a few choices,
and you responded with your most
pressing needs:

New residential college (23%)•
Amphitheater (18%)•

·.

Ska1e park (3%)•

• All £C$UIIJ as of noon Tbullfd.ry;
th~nc'W6.alj.

letters • letters • letters • letters
Sex, marriage issues
linked in lectures
Two sections of the Kentucky
Revised Statutes define marriage,
one positively and one in terms of
prohibition:
402.005, definition of marriage:
As used and recognized in the Commonwealth's law, "marriage" refers
only to the civil status, condition, or
relation of one man and one woman
united in law for life, for the dis·
charge t\1 each other and the community of the dutie,; legally incumbent upon those whHs~·asshCialion
is founded oo th~ distinction..of sex.
402.020, other prohibited marriages: Marriage is prohibited and
void between members of the same
sex.
Neither of these nor any other
sections I can find in the KRS define
three of the most important terms
in these scc;tions: "sex," "man" and
"woman."
In a fascinating lecture on Oct , 13,
Chris Trzcparz, a developmental
biologist, outlined the complications involved in defining sexual
identity. "Mall•" and "female," it
turns out, arc not the clean, precise
categories most of us have assumed.
In perhaps the most challenging
moment of the lecture, Trzepacz
projected onto the sl·reen a photograph of what the conventions of
American society would hold to be
an extremely attractive woman.
The photograph introduced the

Runamuk

section of the h.•1."ture about Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome. A person, such as the woman on the
screen. who is born with AIS has the
genotype of a male- "be" has onl' X
and one Y chromosome. That per·
son, however, is born with the
appearance of a woman, from
curves to the appropriate plumbing,
but "she" does not prodm·e ova.
Trzepacz said most women with
AIS discover they have AIS when
they and their husbands go ru fertility clinics
after ..failing to conceive.
t
,
J f
Th~... b~ol<?gical 91!estionc; ant
interesting, and they have kept me
reading a boQk, ..Between XX and
.A'Y," by Gerald Callahan. a Col·
orado State University microbiologist. I think 1the legal questions nrc
just as important. Imagine for a
moment Jack (a genotypical and
phenotypical male) and Jill (genotypically male but appearing to be
female). They met in a Murrar State
Civ class sLx years ago, dated, fell in
love and were pronounced husband
and wife by a priest in an hour-long
white wedding.
Jack's friends toasted the new
couple at the reception. llxpressing
their genuine envy and amazement
Jack could ever marry a woman
who looks hot in a bikini. Rut arc
Jack and Jill actually married in the
state of Kentucky or any of the
other 44 states that have, in some
fashion, banned marriage between
members of the same .sex?
This is the question lying

between Tncpacz's lecture on se.x·
ual identity and an upcoming lec·
ture on :;ame-sc.x marriage by Sam
Marcosson, a professor at the University of louisville. Can Jack and
Jill be married?
Keep in mind on the surface, they
:tppear to be everything we would
l'Xpect from a typical married couple. If they cannot be married, can
Jill- denied her heart's desire to be
married to Jack - marry Jane (her
college roommate and a genotypically and phenotypically female)
instead?
•
. I
Jill and Jane would appear to be
everything we would expect from a
typical lesbian couple. Deep down.
on the sub-cellular level, Jill is a
man; on the surface, Jill seems to be
a woman. She did not choose one
SCJC or another <if this should even
be a concern); she simply lives,
loves and seeks happiness in the
body she was given. I would hope
no one would deny Jill the right to
marry the person of her choosing.
Love ami the desire to marry arc
nut cleanly. clearly bound to the let·
tcrs describin~ our chromosomal
makeup or the shapes of our bodies
or the appt•nrance of our genitals.
Whl•n we think about marriage as
a right to t.e extended or contracted,
do not <lVOid difficult ideas. Think
abuut Jill.
Kevin Binfleld,

English profes~;or and
mordinator of multicultural,

ClJe«s to ... the
brothers of Sigma Chi
for hoDOriDs the late
mayor Tom RushiDg
through their Sl:
walk/run tomorrow.

Jeers to - Keep It
Local and Keep It
Out of Murray for
knocking each other
out. Can't we just
hug it out?

~

~--~,.,..,.,_
w~ ~
concertf.
goers for
•

IIDOtlDI
at
~

•

IMI'C .Maisa• •~ ..

INSIDE tbe RSEC.
Seriously, guys, WTF?
JVVtV

Jeers to - grounds ~
workers for not
baViDi lawnmower
r~ We all know
you want to.

ClJeen to - the £act

that it fiDally 1l0Pfe4
r~
is what
fall weather :is supposed to be like!

nus

Jeers
to ·- it lDstead.
rabJ,t.Da ~
ladybugs
Who knew those little
critters could be such
a nightmare?
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by Trevin Holder

I ~mtrA\s-,

CCIUU>

It doesn't take
much to amuse me.
Getting gold star
stickers
on
my
papers, having a
roadtrip concert to
the music from "The
Little
Mermaid,"
"I
feverishly popping
l
bubble wrap - whatJodi Keen ever. I don't disc.rimOpinion Editor inate; I'm somehow
able to extract a lit·
tle big of joy from some of the most random things.
Case in point: the University's Bicycle
Share Program.
I've been excited ever since the Uni·
versity announced last year it was con·
sidering implementing the program. I
don't know about everyone else, but I
particularly bate my early-morning trek
from Regents College to Sparks Hall.
Although it only takes about lO minutes.
'I
being half-asleep makes it feel like I'm
walking all the way to Tennessee, and I
arrive at Sparks hufnng and tired all over ·'
again. So this bike program made my
eyes pop out in wonder - what a great
.,
ideal
Finally. che day arrived! Last Wednesday was a blur of bright yellow bicycles
whooshing by me all day. I saw the childlike joy on the riders' faces and couldn't
wait until I got my turn ... except for the
fact I hadn't actually ridden a bike since,
oh, 1997. So you could say my giddy
anticipation mixed with pure terror to
,
create quite the cocktail.
All day, I watched student after student fly past me on their bright yellow
bicycles. and as much as r wanted to join
them, common sense told me this wasn't
the smartest move. I wouldn't want to
have my first driving lesson in the middle 1
of big-city rush hour, so I definitely wasn't steering a bike into the between-class
masses when there was a good chance I
4J
would crash into someone. So 1 waited,
and waited, and waited.
Until 2:30 the next morning, I waited.
My friend John and l were finally fin- •t.
ished working at the newspaper, so we
jetted out of the office, threw our belongings in my car and began a massive hunt
for those bright yellow bikes. Speaking ·~
of, did you know the light from Murray
State's lampposts makes just about any 'I
bike look yellow? We thought almost
every bicycle we saw was a yellow bike,
}
and we would rush over to snatch it, only
to be disappointed over and over again.
John and I had to walk all the way to
J
Hart College to find those elusive yellow
bikes. For our hard work searching, we
were rewarded with a multitude of bikes
·,
to choose from. (Of course, they all look
- and are - the same, so it really didn't 'I
matter.)
We pulled two bikes from the rack and
took off -· walking them to a flatter,
straighter strip of the sidewalk. (Hey, we
knew our abilities - we were taking no
chances!) Then we jumped on the bikes
and took off ... only to discover his bike
was too short and mine was too tall. So
we switched bikes and then (l promise
<f
this time!) we took om
Across the footbridge and down to the J
Curris Center we rode. I won't lie, I
looked pretty clumsy. wobbling all
I
around the sidewalk. Even though I was
only going about five miles per hour and
clutching my handlebars for dear life, I
had pure joy throbbing in my lungs.
At that very moment, I was 10 years old
again. riding bikes with my best friend
]
and up down her block on a hot summer
day, with little else to concerning us. i
Back then, we didn't need to pencil in
I
plans with our friends. On our bikes, we
weren't self-concious someone would '
see us acting like kids. We weren't
embarrassed when we skidded to a stop
and ate pavement as a result. We just
went and did and were.
While riding that bright yellow bike
last week. I felt that same subduing sense
of contentment I had as a kid. For just a
little while, all my troubles ran off my
back and melted away.
I know I've said I enjoy being a kid
sometimes, but this time, I really, truly
felt it. Amidst midterms and papers and
work piling up on my desk, I felt freedom
and carefreeness that I haven't experi·
enced in ages.
Now I know why people fling their
arms out wide while riding a bike: Pure
exhilaration.

..

Parking garage (49%)•

from

Pave paradise give me ayellow bike!
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Check itI The NewS online opinion selection:

Qpote of tbe week: "1 wish that every
human life might be pure transparent
freedom."

- Simone de Bcauvoir

• Thenews.oro: Comment on an article from today's newspaper. take the online poll and preview next week'.s issue of The News.

• Web exdusiM Check out Adlm DuckWyler's list of strtss-reftMrs and Mlck~ Ewer's cOI'Nc about the lic:ycle Share Proqntrn.
• The Newt facebook opinion forum: How did Murray State's week of concerts go? let us know what you thought and who you want to see next!
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-Lily Allen
Keen
murraystate.edu.
Contact

at

jodi.kecn@
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Lecturer addresses gay marriage
Elaina Dere n
Staff writer
Should homosexuals have the right to
marry?
The multicultural, class and gender stud·
ies program will host a lecture on gay rights
and marriage Wednesday in Faculty Hall
room 208.
Sam Marcosson, law professor at the
Louis D. Brandeis School of Law at the University of Louisville, will conduct the leeture.
Kevin Binficld, professor of English, philosophy. fine arts and humanities, and the
lecture coordinator, said this is the second
lecture in the lecture series established by
the multicultural, class and gender studies
program.
In the first lecture, Chris Trzepacz, an
assistant biology professor. spoke about the
biology of sexual identity.
Marcosson said Binfield contacted him to
be the lecturer of this topic.
"I agreed to do this lecture because the
topic of gay marriage is important, and I
would like to address it to the community,"
Marcosson said.
Because gay marriage inspires controversy, Marcosson said he is not sure how many
people will attend the lecture.
"I believe the issue will draw a crowd,''
Marcosson said.
' Derrick Farlee, freshman from Paducah,
Ky .. said he did not believe in the right of
gay marriage because of his religious background.

Chris Phtllips/Tht> News

"I think being gay is against the Bible,"
Farlee said. "If God wanted men to be married to men he would have made it that
way."
Although Farlee said he did not agree
with gay marriage, he said everyone is entitled to their own opinion.
"When you are passionate about something you stand up for it," Farlee said. "On
this issue, people should stand up and feel
strong about what side they are on."
Anthony Jones, senior from Union City,
Tenn., expressed an opposite viewpoint on

the gay-marriage debate.
"I don't think that people understand the
real issue," Jones said. "It is not really a religious issue, it's not like we arc asking people to hold religious ceremonies when we
get married. I believe that religion and government should not mix. We just want to
have to same rights as everyone else."
Jones said he thinks the lecture will educate others on the topic and bring more
understanding.
"When people are educated. 1 think it will
help them become more open-minded
toward the issue," Jones said.
Marcosson said he will bring up the
recent lawsuit in California on legalizing
same-sex marriages to demonstrate when
people should stand up for their viewpoints.
"I want people to know when to make the
right arguments on this debate," Marcosson
said. "' will discuss the lawsuit in California
(that was trying to ban this movement) and
show how some states are taking the steps
to legalizing these marriages."
Marcosson said he would allow questions
at the end of the lecture for anyone wanting
clarification or to know.
He said he believed people would proba·
bly want to voice their opinions, which is
important for such a controversial subject
as gay marriage and gay rights.
"I know some.people might want to discuss issues during my lecture, but I want
them to wait until the end,'' Marcosson said.
"I am welcome to any questions."
Contact Deren at elaina.deren@
murraystate.edu.

Across campus
BIJ!I!8!dcs p1o)ect II* abroad
Munay State's American Bumann prosram
will allow students, faculty and Staff' an opport\Wty Ci' Vilit France and make a dift'ereoce.
The :Youtb/Nonproflt Leadenhip Special
Probleaa COIW'se. offered next semester, will
condude wit!J, • aerviu project In Alz en

~.J!raace.

.

The tJ:ip Ill ~ io .. Z9. 'Z$0. JJp to 25 people
can sip "'P fot die~~ It held during
~final~~oltMtp-~.
The <;OSt. 01 ,_ tijp .-. ~~ IUUl
round-trip~. ~&lid~ .......

-des

Stadeat receives $.1100lltild

The Office of Undergraduate ~ md
Scholarly Activity awarded Laurq AJJard.J
senior from Paducah, Ky.• a $SOO granr fir \jR
proje~t titled •Evaluatins PubUc Policy
Towards the Obesity Epidemic."
Allard will analyze the effects of obelity oa
~ KODOmkJ oflfteralao$riel,

s.aart.,...._.,,.•.,,

Jenny~. lllllkjt ltoiD ~ Jt)'.. 1rill

llak humanity in her art .,_titled •A COinmon
Tbrea<L
Her work in the show is a combination of
abstract and literal items.
today in the Clara M.
Meier's show
Eagle Art Gallery with a reception from 6 - 8
p.m. in the ~ry.

•as

Colrecdoa
In its Mttcle !'frofessor finds inspiration in
great-grandmother," The News incorrectly
reported Pearl ~ as tht dlaft of the Department of Health and Human services.
Payne is the chair of the Department of Well·
ness and Therapeutic Sciences.
Also Payne's great-grandmother and father
are in the picture. not Payne.

Local restaurant owners charged with illegal gambling
Laura Casb
News Editor
The owners or Thl' Big Apple Cafe. a local
restaurant that serves food and alcohol. were
charged Oct. 28 for allegedly permitting gambling.
Nathan )ones, e;tnff assistnnt and public information officer for the Kentucky Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, said Boone Chambers and Kaycee Cooper, co-owners ofThe Big
Apple Cafe, allegedly permitted gambling
inside the restaurant.
Jones .,.said the ABC received a complaint
about gambling at the r_!!staurant, which led to
a undercover investigation.

"Investigators are fully sworn police officers
gambling objects like video machines similar to
who operate undercover." Jones said. "They
slot machines in Kentucky businesses that sell
alcohol.
have the right to search premises without a
warrant."
Besides the charge of permitting gambling.
he said the ABC also charged
The undercover investigaChambers and Cooper with an
tors entered The Big Apple
Cafe Oct. 28 as ordinary citi- "I felt like we had done nothing administrative charge by the
zens to investigate the com·
department.
wronQ."
plaint.
Both owners will appear in
-Boone Chambers
Jones said the investigators
the district court and before
the ABC adminLc;trative board
arrested Chambers and CoopCo·owner. The Big Apple Cafe
for each charge.
er when they saw people gam·
bling in a Texas Hold 'Em game.
Chambers said the game nights started more
than a year ago.
Gambling is illegal in Kentucky, Jones said,
"A group of individuals approached me and
except in rare places like racetracks.
asked if they could hold the poker night,"
He said investigators occasionally find illegal

Chambers said. "We didn't advertise for it."
He said he took all the precautions he was
advised to take to avoid charges like the ones
he now faces.
"I felt like I had gone through all the proper
channels," Chambers said. "1 felt like we had
done nothing wrong,"
This is the owners' first offense, Jones said.
The penalty varies from a fine or possible
liquor license suspension to a revocation of
The Big Apple's liquor licence.
Because this is their first offense though.
Chambers and Cooper will probably only be
fined, Jones said.
Contact Cash at laura.cash@murraystatc.
cdu.

Happy Hour 2-4
Mon.- Fri.

Shakes, Malts+
Concretes
Buy 1 get 1 free

8 Snack Pak's
under $4
The Original ButterBurger
The Original ButterBurger Cheese
Cheddar or Swiss ButterBurger
Mushroom & Swiss ButterBurger

The Culver's Deluxe Single
The Culver's Bacon Deluxe Single
Chill Cheese Dog
Chicken Tenders (2 pc.)

818 N. 12th Street Murray, KY. 42071 (270) 761-2858
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Sophomore midfielder Danlelle McMurray maneuvers around an SIU-Edwardsville defender In Murray State's 2-1 conference loss Sunday at Cutchin Field, ending regular season play.

A WINNING
MINDSET
Soccer advances to semifinals, focuses on conference title
Jeffrey Frye
Contributing writer

t A sigh of relief came for the soccer ,team
when freshman defender Ashley Fraser
swooped in as the Racers' heroine in Thursday
rught's first round of the Ohio Valley Confereqce tournament.
Sitting in the,No. 3 spot, the Racers hit the
ffeld at Morehead State's Jayne Stadium taking
the sixth ranked Colonels.
The last time Murray State and Eastern Kentucky matched up was Oct. 18, a defensive battle ending in a scoreless tie.
It seemed this case would be the story of the
tournament game, as both teams left the first
half with goose eggs on the scoreboard.
The Racers pulled out in the last five minutes of regulation when Fraser stepped in with
ner first goal of the season for the sole goal in
1-0 game.
Junior goalkeeper Tara Isbell helped Murray
State's defense, recording eight saves in anothC¥ shutout for the Racers.
"Tournament games are always tought to
p1ay," Head Coach Beth Acreman said.
"bespite the cold conditions, we did what
we've been working on and luckily popped one
in in the last few minutes."
: EKU entered the game averaging U.2 shots
per game while the Racers average 14.4.
Acreman said seeking revenge for the tie
motivated the Racers.
: "We were disappointed in the fact that we
h;ld many opportunities to score, but could
not," Acre man said. "We know that every team
ib the tournament will be gunning to win. We
rteed to keep focusing on ourselves and keep
e;xecuting like we have been."
The Colonels of Eastern Kentucky entered

on

tfie

the game coming off of a 1-0 victory versus
Southeast Missouri State Oct. 25. EKU finished
regular season action with a 5-10-3 overall
record and a 2+3 OVC record.
Murray State, on the other hand, looked to
rebound after ending the regular season with a
tough 2-lloss to SIU-Edwardsville Sunday.
The game started quickly with Isbell diving
for a save in the first three minutes to prevent
SlU-E from taking an early lead.
The Cougars struck first with a penalty kick
in the 40th minute of play. The racers ended
the first half behind 1-0.
·with her first goal of the season, sophomore
forward Rachel Wright kicked the ball which
ricocheted off the goalkeeper's hand and into
the net. Senior forward Nicole Evans picked up
the assist
Overtime appeared evident until the
Cougars scored a goal io the last three minutes
of play to take a 2-llead.
The Racers take on No. 2 UT-Martin at 4
p.m. tomorrow for the semifinals of the singleelimination competition.
Murray State continues to seek vengeance
on the road to the title matchup.
Earlier this year, the Skyhawks earned a 2-0
win over Murray State.
"The girls weren't happy with the results
against (UT-Martin) in the regular season,"
Acreman said. "We're going to come out fighting hard and stick to our game plan."
The victorious team will play the winner of
the Morehead State and Tennessee Tech game
in the championship game noon Sunday at
Morehead State.
The champion will move on to the NCAA
tournament.
Contact Frye at jeffrey.frye@murraystace.
edu.

Derek Miller/The News

Junior defender Audrey Wilson moves past a member of the SlU-E team, lining up to kick the ball in Sunday's
game. The Racers finished the regular season 8-8-2 overall and 5-3-lin the Ohio Valley Conference.

Clemson background aids soccer assistant
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor

Derek Miller/The News

Soccer Assistant Coach Jeremy lwaszkowiec discusses strategy with senior
forward Nicole Evans In Sunday's loss to SlU-E at Cutchin Field.

.

'This is part two of a four-part series
about current Murray State coaches and
their athletic careers.
For Assistant Soccer Coach Jeremy
Iwaszkowiec, his history sounds like a
screenplay.
lwaszkowiec grew up in St. Louis, a
city where private Catholic schools run
the soccer world.
Every once in a while, though, a public school makes headway. This was the
case of lwaszkowiec's team.
As a midfielder at Francis Howell
North High School, he received the St.
Louis Metro High School Player of the
Year and Missouri High School Player
of the Year honors.
"Most of our starting lineup played at
the college level," Twaszkowiec said.
"We won a lot of games, but never won
the big one. I didn't play for awards. I
played to win.''
As an AU-American, he was recognized by several NCAA soccer power-

houses from various conferences.
In his senior year, lwaszkowiec was
forced to choose between the reigning
champs at Wisconsin, Clemson and St.
Louis University. He decided on Clemson after an assistant coach spotted him
at a college showcase event.
''It was a chance to play in the ACC,
arguably the best soccer conference in
the nation," Iwaszkowiec said. "It
would've been hard to turn them down.
They were as close to professionally run
as you could be.''
At Clemson, he led his team to two
NCAA Quarterfmal games.
During his junior season there,
lwaszkowiec helped the team to a 22-2
. season record. The tl!am held the No. 1
spot in the country for much of the season, which ended in a loss to Indiana.
''It was a fun game,'' lwaszkowiec
said. "We played in front of sLx or seven
thousand people, but we couldn't win.
We lost 2-1, but 1 played with a lot of
great guys.''
After graduating in 1999, lwaszkowiec
headed to the Twin Cities and was draft-

s

ed by the Minnesota Thunder, but
turned down the opportunity.
"Psychologically, em~tiooally, mentally, I needed a break," he said. "I wanted to be a normal person, so I told them
no thanks."
He admitted a girl, not soccer, was his
motive behind moving. That girl happens to now be his wife Shannon. They
have a daughter and another child on
the way.
Since then, Iwaszkowiec has coached
several high school and club teams. He
spent two seasons as the head coach at
Crichton College in Memphis, Tenn.,
before coming to Murray State.
Iwaszkowiec said his time as a college
athlete taught him to be a better coach.
"I never felt like I reached my potential on the field, but my life's turned out
great," he said. "Coaches who played at
high levels don't coach as vicariously. I
don't need to live through them. I've
been there, done that. I want them to
win for them, not me."

Contact Johnson at elizabetha.
johnson@murraystate.edu.
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Putting down the rod
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The woods of Kentucky are on the brink
of explosion.
I '
Whlle I have been·•'
•' week, The News Elizabeth Johnson,
Ricky Martin
Greg Waddell
Kyle Rogers
Elizabeth Johnson
Guest Greq Gierhart
Each
on the water more
Sports writer
Sports writer
Sports Editor
Sports writer
Department of education
than in the woods .
Ricky Martin, Greg Waddell and Kyle Rogers,
Last
week:
2-4
Last
week: 2·4
during the last few •'
Last week: 3·3
Last week: Z-4
Last week: 3·3
plus a special guest. wlll face off in a heated
weeks. the deer have •
Season record: 44·28 Season Record: 49-23 Season Record: 48·24 Season Record: 48·24 Season Record: so-22
round of pick 'em.
_ _ _ _.....__ _ taunted me with all •
Steve
the
activity
that
'· ~
.Miller
accompanies the rut. •'
•• ;·No. 16 Ohio State at No. 11' Penn State
Outdoor columnist
Every morning, like •
clockwork, it never
failed. With the boat
l
I
behind me on the way to the lake, I saw all
the signs that the full throttle action of the ·
Duke at North Carolina
rut is here: bucks shadowing does along
o I
the roads, sparring on field edges in the •
evening and making rare midday appear- ·
' ...
ances out in the open and away from pro·
'
tected sanctuaries.
;,''•
Florida State at Clemson
As the climax of the rut nears, deer will •
become more and more unpredictable.,
Their preoccupation with mating will
make them to drop their guard.
,'
Bucks will chase mates around the·
Oregon State at No. 20 California
j
woods
with no daily routine or pattern1
':
During the weeks or days before the peak.'
however, deer are still vulnerable to
unpredictable movements. Setting up a
stand over good rubs or scrapes is the •
No. 9 LSU at No. 3 Alabama
closest thing to a sure bet in the first phas~ •
es of the rut.
·
The
dominant
bucks
believe
they
have
1
breeding ownership over the :
1 some
in their neck of the woods. A buck ·
females
I J
No. 24 Oklahoma at Nebraska
marks
his
territory by rubbing his antlers
I' I
against trees along the boundaries of "his'' ·
'
area. With a mature buck, the marks on a
tree look more like he used a chainsaw and
not his antlers. This is a clear sign to other
bucks: No trespassing!
Scrapes are areas on the ground where •
bucks paw the soil with their hooves. They •
vary in size from as small as a foot-aod~a·
half wide to sometimes seven or eight feet.
Staff report
During the first phases of the rut, dct>r •
The rifle team takes on Texas Christian University Saturday at Murray visit their rub or scrap~: lines at least once •
State's Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
a day. They prefer to mark routes from ·
The TCU Horned Frogs currently rank second in the nation and placed bedding areas to food sources.
Therefore it is logical to assume they ·
fifth in last year's NCAA Championship. Murray State holds the No. 10.
ranking. ·
1 will sto_
p and tend to scrapes and rubs on •
The Horned Frogs are 1-1 in shoulder-to-shoulder matchups and took first their way back to bedtling areas in the'
at the Oct. 4 Ole Miss Invitational. The Racers finished second, 39 points morning and on the way to feeding areas
behind TCU in the l5~team tournament.
, in the evening.
By a margin of 15 points. TCU defeated the University of Kentucky team
Setting up a stand over these buck terri- .
earlier this season. The Wildcats claimed second in last year's national tories makes sense, but it's not as simple as.
champio"'hip.
just picking a tree and waiting for a mature
Murray State fell in a 70-point matchup to the Wildcats in lexington, Ky., deer to walk by.
Oct. 24 in the Racers only head-to-head loss this season.
First of all, bucks will approach the area
Though the Racers claimed a 4452-4490 win over Ohio Valley Conference from the downwind side because they may.
competitor Morehead State Saturday, the win was a bit of a disappointment not even need to come dose but will smell .
for the sharp-shooting Murray State team.
the scrapes from a distance to interpret
In the victory. the Racer rifle team shot more than 50 points lower than the activity.
in the loss to the Wildcats earlier this season.
Secondly, the deer will be vigilant to '
The low score against the Eagles upset the Racer rifle team which has shot signs of competition moving into their
above 4600 in three competitions this season.
area, so a grunt call can bri ng a deer llo·
Sl·nior Kasey Meyer is one of the leading forces of the Racer rifle team and gering on the edge of safety into shooting
the only senior on the squad.
range.
Q; What db you do outside of rifle?
Meyer led Murray State in air rifl e with 579 points out of a possible 600
The buck's sense of smell also heightens
and finished second in smallbore with a score of 577 on the road at More- from checking the scrapes and rubs for the
A: "(I like) playing Rock Band and football with my
head State.
presence of hormones from does or other
roommates and friends."
Rookie standout Emily Q~iner posted scores of 578 in both categories.
bucks.
Morehead State gave the Racers a nan for their money in the smallborc,
Twenty years ago. research claimed
Q; What is an interesting fact about you?
falling only by 11 points.
scrapes were used for bucks to be able to
However, Murray State pulled away in the air rifle segment of competi- find out when a doe was in estrus or get-·
A: ..I had never shot a rifle before joining the rifle
tion,
taking the Eagles by 51 points.
ting close to estrus.
team in ·high school."
The Racers next competition is scheduled for Nov. 21 against conference
Recent research I have studied claims
Compiled by Kyra Ledbetter
team Jacksonville State.
this is not the case. Many still believe doe~·
will urinate on a scrape and pheromone~>
in the urine communicate breeding readiness.
Whatever school of thought you choose
to believe, scent concealment is important.'
A good tool to usc is doc-in-heat and
Bethel College at the Regional Special Events
return in the backcourt, along with B.J. Jenkins, a dominant buck scents. They will not only .
Gr eg Waddell
Staff writer
Center.
transfer from Liberty University.
cover your scent, but will also serve as an
Murray State returns to the court against CaliKennedy said the team has taken great strides ~ attractant.
Sharing the preseason No. 1 spot in the Ohio
fornia Nov. 9, tr~1vcling all the way to Berkley,
in coming together as a team.
I consider these first phaseli of the rut'
Valley Conference, the Murray State men's bas·
Calif., to kickoff the Coaches vs. Cancer Classic.
"Our chemistry and character is outstanding the best time to shoot a mature deer worth
ketbrul tl•am, hcaded by Coach Billy Kennedy,
Cal is ranked No. 13 in the Associated P ress preand the great thing is that we're experienced," adorning your wall.
,.
season poll. The game will be aired on ESPNU.
Right now. deer are easier to pattern
looks to ficiJ the deepest team since his arrival
Kennedy said. "We have nine returners back
three seasons ago.
Against the Golden Bears, the Racer's will be
from last year's team that was one win away from than they will be during the peak of the rut.
led by Thomas, a catalyst for much of the team's
A year after finishing 19·12, including 13-5 in
a conference championship. With ll.J. Jenkins when they may travel miles in search of ,a
c onference pl:\y, the bar is set high once again for
success last year. The 6·4 forward from New
and the three new recruits. we should be better mate.
Orleans, La., returns after averaging 12.5 points
the Racers.
and deeper at each position."
1 can no longer ignore all the signs
and 4.3 rebounds a game last year.
"We're further along than we've ever been,"
Although t imes are optimistic in Murray, telling me it is time to put down the fish- ,
Kennedy had nothing but good things to say
Kennedy said. "Our toughness and ability to
Kennedy said he knows unexpected obstacles ing rod and pick up my bow.
about the senior.
defend is as good as it has been since I came to
can arise throughout any scason.
A full moon, cooler temperatures an.d
"Dancro has proven to be one of the best playMurray State."
"The race in the OVC has been so close in my fallen leaves send clear signals to the deer
Three Racer athletes found their way onto the
ers in the OVC," Kennedy said. "He has worked
three seasons," Kennedy said. "We had injuries and the deer hunter. lt's that time of year
preseason OVC team, including senior Danero
hard in the offseason to improve his three-point
last season that affected us. Our goal is to be deep and buck fever has hit me full bore.
•,
Thomas, junior lsacc Miles :md sophomore Ivan
shot, and I expect him to have a great senior seaenough and talented enough to overcome all set·
The lake will just h.wc to wait until I get •
Aska. All three were named to the All·OVC team
son."
backs. no matter what they are. 1 haven't been ! some relief in the way of climbing a tn.-e·
last season, anJ Aska was named the league's
Along with Thomas and Aska, seniors Tony
through a season yet that didn't have some adver- ~ stand and watching the magic of fall
sity."
Freshman of the Year.
Easley and Georges Fotso and junior Jeff McClain
aboun d in the theater of the woods.
'
The Racers had their first chance to showcase
return to solidify the Racer front court.
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@
Contact Millf!r at steven.miller@
this depth in Thursday's exhibition game against
Sophomores Donte. Poole and Jcwuan Long
murraystate.edu.
murraystate.edu.
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Rifle hosts TCU

Kasey Meyer

.

Basketball travels to Cal for ESPNU matchup

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
Corner of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall

o Messages
AM 1340

1o a.m. sunday

Calloway

Garden/Esse~

Downs Apartments

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-7 53-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments

RRST FULL MONTH FREE!
Rev. Dr. Chad Foster
753-671 2

Church Website
immanuei·IUtheran.faithweb.<om

FM 92.1

9

p.m. sunday

Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon

1 p .m. - 5 p.m .
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: Features Editor: Charlotte Kyle
: ~one: 809-4468

National news, gossip sure to spice
UR your lunch conversation
: Iiaformatlon and photos from
• the Associated Press
• Complled by Charlotte Kyle
•
;Lopez to host Miss America
• Here
comes
Mario Lopez as the
Miss
America
pageant host.
TLC and the Miss
America Organization said Wednesday the "Extra" host
and former "Dancing with the Stars"
contestant
will
again serve as mas• ter of ceremonies Mario Lopez
: for the live Jan. 30
ceremony at the Planet Hollywood
Resort and Casino in Las Vegas.
Lopez, 36. previously hosted the Miss
America pageant in 2007 and 2009.
As always, the women will compete in
, interview, swimsuit, evening gown and
talent competitions for the title of Miss
America.
• Katie Starn of Indiana is the current
• Miss America.

Accused stalker pleads not guilty
· A man arrested outside Ryan Seacrest's
workplace pleaded not guilty to a felony
stalking charge.
Chidi Benjamin Uzomah Jr. entered the
' plea Tuesday through an uttomey. A
' court commissioner ordered Uzomah to
stay 500 yards away from Seacrest if he is
• released from jail on $150,000 bail.
Los Angeles police arrested Uzomah at
the El Entertainment Television headquarters in Los Angeles on Friday. A
request for a civil restraining order stated
he was carrying a knife at the time.
Uzomah appeared in street clothes during Tuesday's hearing and agreed to be
represented by a public defender. He is
due back in court Nov. 16.
Seacrest did not attend.

·Alley to star iD new reality series
'Kirstie Alley will
star in a new A&E
_:reality
"docu• ·series" about. her
life as a single mom
and her efforts to
Ipse weight.
:·The
network
ordered lO halfhour episodes of
the untitled series
, from
"American
: Idol" producer FremantleMcdia North
•I
America. The show
I
will follow the actress at home with her
:•* teenage children, at work and as she
••-~ launches a new weight-loss program.
Alley, 58, starred in the sitcoms
•c
"Veronica's Closet" and "Cheers." She
·'•• also appeared in the 2005 Showtime com• edy series "Fat Actress." She played aver•• sion of herself coping with Hollywood's
•• ft.xation on thinness.
The A&E series is set to air next year.

•

_,

:c

:·
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Photos hy Lauren Bell/The" Nflw~

Dancers In the Murray State Dance Company's free ballet class practice barre work durlnl} Tuesday's class in the carr Health Dance Studio.

Dance company offers free ballet classes

1~~-----.

••
••
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Ramsay signs deal for n ew sbow

Celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay, star of
Fox's "Hell's Kitchen," signed a deal with
the network for a second show.
-"- • -Tentatively called "Masterchef," it will
feature Ramsay trying to turn people who
• . l\ave no experience in the food industry
into expert cooks. Not surprisingly, producers say Ramsay will not be afraid to
tell the wannabe cooks the cold, bard
truth about their work.
Contestants will compete by whipping
up dishes judged by a panel of expert
chefs.
Fox did not say when the new show is
set to air.

·'

Mardu, Baldwin to co-bost Oscars

..

Steve Martin and
Alec Baldwin are
t~ng
on
the
Oscars.
· The Hollywood
veterans will share
hosting duties at
the 82nd Academy
Awards, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences announced
Tuesday.
Martin has hosted the show twice
before, in 2001 and 2003, and has
appeared as a presenter several times.
Baldwin is a first-timer as Oscar host, but
was a co-presenter in 2004.
1 Dancers use the barre for support durlno the ballet class.

Jande Booth
Contributing writer
Dance classes can be expensive.
but the Murray State Dance Company offers a solution to economic
woes by offering free ballet classes
weekly at the Carr Health Dance Studio.
Maggie Gorman. president of the
Murray State Dance Company and
senior from Louisville, Ky., is the
instntctor.
The class began two years ago and
was opened up to non-company
members this past semester by popular demand.
"The class was originall)' meant to
be a way for members of the company to get together once a week and
have a stress-free rehearsal," Gorman
said. "Now non-members can come
to the class and get to know us as well
as gain dancing experience that could
help them in auditions for the company."
Gorman said many dancers come
from strict studios, ~o she wanted to
provide dancers with completely
relaxed classes.
Sophia Blunt, freshman from
Buchanan, Tenn., $aid she decided to
take the class because she likes ballet.
"The class is :1 way to relaK and get
away from stressful things," she said.
The class typically has around 15
dancers, many of whom have years of
dance experience. Gorman said she
has danced for 18 years and is trained
in ballet, modern and jazz.
Howl'Vcr, Gorman said anyone can
participate at the class level.
"Some of the members have never

danced before or have never had formal training," Gorman said. "To sec
them improve is really cool."
Each class cunsists of barre work,
stretching and conditioning, and
every dancer has a favorite.
"My favorite part of the class is the
barre because I haven't been able to
do it since I was five so it's different
and new." Noel Haskett, freshman
from O'Fallon, Ill., said.
Gorman said she plays different
kinds of music in the class.
"These dancers have been listening
to some of the same music their
whole lives, so I like to play something new and they seem to respond
really well," she said.
The classes arc focused not only on
dance, but alsu on getting in shape.
Gorman said rehearsals arc not
enough to keep the dancers in shape
and a main goal of the class is a good
workout.
"We have a really diverse and talented gn;>Up of people in the company.'' Gorman said.
She said she wanted to make sure
non-company members have a way
to get to know other dancers.
"It's nice to have people around
who love the same thing you do," she
said.
If ballet is not your preferred
dance style. Gorman said the company is planning a tap class for next
semester.
The class meets 6 p.m. Tuesdays in
the Carr Health Dance Studio. Work·
out attire is recommended and ballet
shoes arc not required.
Contact Booth at jomie.booth@)
murraystate.edu.
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Tippet weighs a fish during Monday's Reel Ute Festival.

.•

...

.. .

: Steve Miller, senior from lincolnshire, lll.,left National Guard fishing pro and fLW Reel Ute emcee Justin Lucas, center, and Kaiem Tippet, junior fromHanson, Ky., right, wait for the results of Monday's weigh-in as part of the Reel Ufe Festival. Murray State took a fifth place win in the competition.

;Anglers, students celebrate at Reel Life Festiv~l
I

Robin Phelps
Staff writer

•

:
Last weekend, raffles, liVL' music and obstacle courses went
; hitnd-in-hand with hass angling and fish weighing.
'·
Fl.W Outdqors in conjunction with the National Guard hosted
the Reel Life Festival at Roy Stewart Stadium while tht.• Nntiunal Guard Coll,ege Fishing c~.·nt ral Regional Championship took
place at Kentucky Lake.
:
Among lhose participating was Murray State's Hass Anglers
' Team. In early October thl~ team won the 2009 BoatU.S. Collegiate Bass Fishing Championship.
This title not only brought Murray State $10,000 worth of
scholarship money but also notoriety among college anglers
across the country.
The win led to thl' FLW Outdoors' decision to hold the
regional championship at Murray State.
Scott Ellison, Murray $tate graduatl! and FLW Outdoors external relations specialist, said H .W Outdoors selected Murray as
host for the ch ampionship to draw attention to and cmlorse
advocates of the sport.
" It showcases our sponsors. and at the same time students
~ learn more about fishing," he said.
;
Ellison said the event also helped srudcnt organizations raise
~
money.

•

He said the FL W allows student organizations to help publicize the event in exchange for $2,500 distributed among them.
The anglers and the department of music business encouraged students to tum in the tickets they received from the
angling team throughout the week.
Ellison said cal' h ticket had a barcode and each one turned in
at any of the th ree events during the festival earncd $1 for the
student organiuttions,
"A lot of people have worked hard to get this event going,"
Ellison said. "The publicity dr;1ws more attention to the event."
Sarurday night included a tailgate parcty with live music by
Jennifer Fox and the Pillow Fighters, a pop-rock band from Paducah. Ky. The event also included giveaways, rnffics. games and
obstacle courses.
The regional championship began at 7 a.m. Saturday at the
Kcnlake Marina on Kentucky Lake. At 4 p.m., the Reel Life Festival began at Roy Stcw:m Stadium.
Students wel'l: invited tu this event and asked to bdng their
tickets in order to cnter raffles fur iPod na no~ and a MacHook
Air.
Since the Rt•cl Life Festival, Ben Helmerich, vice president of
the anglers team and senior from Louisville, Ky., said mure students and potential members have shown interest.
"We had a great crowd the last three days from the student'>
and the community," Helmerich said. "It's helped quite a bit giv-

\

ing us publicity and getting our name out."
Helmerich said he joined the team quickly after he found out
about it.
,,, ,
"It's not ;1 ch.cap sport by any means, but you do what you have
to do to compete with the rest (of the) guys," Helmerkh ~aid.
'!'he team has grown to about 30 members, including men~anJ
women, l lclmerich said.
"As n club, we went unnoticed for several years." Helmcrich
said.
• '\
Katie Bialcz:lk, freshman f rom Hardinsburg. Ky., said many
students forget fishing is a sport.
••
"It just shows that we excel, mnybe not in the stereotypical
types of sporting events, but we excel in other ones," she said. "I
feel like a lot of students don't know about it and if they do they
just make fun it. but the team is more successful than a lot of
teams un campus."
r,"
The weigh·ins of Monday night resulted in a fifth place win for
Murray State fo llowing Indiana, Eastern Kentuc ky, Ohio State
and Southern lll inois-Cnrbondul ~ Univcrsitil!S.
_,:
Ellison and Helmcrich said pl:lcing within the regional ebampioru-hips automatically enters Murray State into nationals: .
Five regions represented by five teams will compete in
Knoxville, Tenn., at the national championships on the Fort
Loudon-Tellico Lakes.
'

Contact l'helps or robinj.phelps@murr,czyptace.edu.
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Name Brand Discounts c ·
Gas Buster Scooter$

10o/o off
Service, Parts or Repair
with this coupon
LadleaDre••

ALONG WITII A WIDE VARIETY OF MlCROBREWS IN BOTILES,
WE ARE NOW SERVING MICROBREWS ON TAP.
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ATTENTION SENIORS!!

Students should RSVP to the Office of
Student Affairs no later than
Thursday, November 12.
studentaffairs@murraystate.edu
Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $5.00
from their department secretary or the Office of
Student Affairs. For more information
contact the office at 809-6831 .
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DVIESTD&D
with valid MSU Racercard
admitted for
Child's Ticket Price

$5.50
on Mon. - Thurs.
Dolby Digital & Dolby

3-D Digital Cinema
Up to 7 days advance
and online tickets!
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BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM

The Fall Senior Breakfast will be held
Thursday, November 19 at 8 a.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom. Seniors and graduate
students who are graduating in December 2009
are invited to t~e Breakfast free of charge.
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Any Two Rentals
Mon. - Thurs.

For $4
DVDNHSNideo
Games

For Video Info
CALL 270-7538084

24-Hour Information Line: 270-753-3314
Showtimes on the internet: moviesinmurray.com
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Video Game Review~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Newest 'Tekken' title a disappointment
Staff writer Cody Arant writes
the video game reviews.
Sometimes, you just want to beat
the ever-loving hell out of something.
I mean, don't get me wrong, I
really don't condone violence. I feel
there is a non-violent resolution
available in any situation if one is
smart and/or charismatic enough.
But, sometimes, you ju.st want to
punch something in its stupid face.
That's where fighting games
shine for me. Oh, and lucky for me,
one of my personal. absolute
favorite fighting game franchises
just released a new title: "Tckken
6."
Now, plot-wise, I'm a little bit
behind. The last Tekken (which
translates to "iron fist") game 1
actually played was "Tekken Tag
Tournament." It was a complete
shock for me to see Jin Kazama is
now a bad guy and the leader of the
Mishima Zaibatsu.
Also, be declared war on the
ENTIRE PLANET. Oh. and just for
fun he reinstated the King of the
Iron Fist tournament, wagering his
position as leader of the Mlshima
Zaibatsu, as is customary. So.
around 40 playable characters enter
the tournament, beating the hell out
of each other at literally every possible opportunity.
So. "Tekken 6" is an arcade fighting t{ame. like the other Tckken
games, right? Well. technically, yes.
However. the main "story mode" of
gamcplay is called "Scenario Canlpaign" mode. No worries, that just
means there arc unique rules in
place for matches. like campaign
mode in "Soul Calibur 11," right?
No. Very no.
Fur some reason, the developers
at Namco decided that for their
next arcade fighting game, they
wanted to get rid of all that pesky
fighting and the arcade-type gameplay. Enter "Scenario Campaign"
mode, which is basically an
action/adventure RPG - free-roaming maps in ba.c;ically one direction
-and killing enemies for money and
loot
" 1
- - - Oh:, and you oon'tc ontrol the
camera, ever, so it's impossible to
see bad guys coming up behind you.
Oh, and you automatically lock
onto enemies, but don't automatically face them, so your attacks

Back from the dead ·
When a show is tiad, •
it gets canceled.
When a show is good •
and gets canceled.
fans rebel.
When fa ns rebel.
some times they ~et'
lucky.
"Southland" fansr '
along with television
Charlotte critics, made sure .
Kyle
their cries were heard
Features Editor after NBC pulled the
plug on the sophomore series. After all, it was criticallyliked and did fairly well in the ratings.
Then, you know. NBC realized it was •
more of a 10 p.m. series and since Jay
Leno occupies that spot, the gritty d rama
was not suitable for an earlier time.
•
Photo c:ourtt~y of teJ.,kE>n.n.1rnro.(om
You'd think they would have come tO
Jln Kazama ta~es down Heihachl Mishlma in this still from 'Tekken 6.' The game Incorporates various fighting styles Into matches. , that realization before picking it up for
season two, but it was cle.arly in their
wind up hitting empty air about 70
sions of lhe fighters. TI1ese modes
one thing: "We didn't have time to
best interest to order more episodes than'
percent of the time. Oh, and you
arc the only thing I spent any great
finish the game.''
cancel it before airing them. Why give it
pick up weapons like mini guns or
"Tekken 6" should be awesome.
amount of time playing. because.
a shot?
flamethrowers and completely
It manages to almost destroy my
frankly, they're why I paid for a
TNT dedded to .give the show that
blow aw<ty bad guys who (idiots)
Tekken game to begin with.
faith in the Tekken series, but the
shot, buying the seven-episode first s~a
Unfortunately, these modes are
brought tlsts to a flamethrower
core gameplay is still awesome
son and the six episodes finished from
fight.
largely thankless. A staple of the
enough to keep me playing. I mean,
season two. The network is hesitant to .
And there's the whole five to 10
fighting game genre is the cinematwhere else can 'a boxing kangaroo
order more, but they do have the option·
solid minutes of cut scene between
ic "what if fighter X won?" ending.
face off against a small robotic girl
if the ratings are impressive.
In most games, you unlock these by
levels, after the 20 minute beginwith chainsnws in her arms?
I don't see this happening to "The
ning cut scene before you ever even
completing arcade mode with a parThe ESRB rated ''Tekken 6" M for
Beautiful Life.''
ticular fighter.
mature for alcohol reference, crude
touch the buttons. I'm .sorry, is my
Ryan Atwood, 1. Marissa Cooper, 0.
desire.to play the game cutting into
humor, mild language, suggestive
However, the only way I have
Sometimes, canceling a show only •
found to unlock them is by playing
themes, and violence. It is available
your ani me? How rude of me.
makes it more successful in the long run.
baby arcade mode in Scenario Camfor the PlayStation 3 and the Xbox
Scenario Campaign mode is infu"Family Guy" was not nearly as popuriating. The Tekkcn franchise has
paign. consisting of about half as
360.
lar when the cartoon series first began.
many fights, and you can only use
some of the best fighting mechanics
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
FOX canceled it after three seasons. ·
characters you've unlocked in the
murraystatc.cdu.
in the world. Real life flesh and
High DVD sales and syndication •rat'-'
plot.
blood martial arts badasses praise
ings, however. brought the series back
Online play, at the moment, is a
the game for accurately recreating
from the dead. Can you imagine a world
actual martial arts.
joke. The Interwebs are abuzz with
without Seth MacFarlane's com'edy
The buttons map to body parts
complaints. There is server lag,
stylings?
'
completely unforgivable in a game
instead of attack strength. making
I think this is the part where a wack)r
for incredibly intuitive gameplay
where fractions of seconds · can
non-sequitur flashback would go.
·
that's easy to pick up. This mode
make a difference between victory
NFuturama" was another cartoon
completely opts out of what makes
and defeat.
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
which found more success after it had
The developers have promi:;ed
in the arcade
Tekken great.
been ki11ed. The show ran successfully in
The game, tlialikililly, still conOne life: About a~much fun as an syndication.p luS four straight-to-DVD
that in a future patch, players will
tains those things. You can play
be able to play Scenario Campaign
invisible wall
movies were made.
Two liws: Nice way to waste a
classic arcade mode, versus mode,
mode with friends. Any time a
After the end of its syndication rights
te;~m battle, time attack. survival
development team promises someweekend
on Cartoon Network. Comedy Cenn-al .
Three lives: Your next addiction
mode and something called "Ghost
thing '"in a future patch'' before the
picked up the rights and ordered
game is released, it means exactly
Four lives: Game of the Ycar
Mode," with unique, named verepisodes to air next year.
:::::
Fans around the world shouted, "Good _
news, everyone!'" and are now forced tl}:.
read the rest of this column in the vokc::
of Professor Hubert J, Farnsworth. :::::
Unfortunately, not all shows whlcl1':
received the zombie treatment
actually good.
:::::
"7th Heaven" was supposed to ~nd :
after its lOth season. The news of; its :
impending death spread like wildfire;
fans and non-fans alike tuned in to :-,"ee •
just how 'ridiculous and awful the seties•
finale could be.
• :
It was pretty darn ridiculous, and com-·
pletely awful.
Because the ratings on that episode~~
were so high. the cw decided to unean:.::
eel it. It quickly crashed and burned. -: ~:
Sometimes shows clearly ne.ed to stay !
1
dead.
:
Contact Kyle at charlotte.ky lt,®::
murraystate.edu.
::::·
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Last Week's Solution
- -:

Create and solve rour
Sodoku puzzles for FREE.
Play more Sudoku and Win prizes at·

PRlZ£SUDOKU.co~

I 2 4 9 J 8 6 $ 7
5 7 9 l 6 4 I 8 3
8 6 3 7 5 I ~ 2 9

7 8 6 I 9

T 5 l 4
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6 7 9 I
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2 l 5 8
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